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Five search words from a random word generator, I know the words from start of session. 

Panther Track Suit Music Player Donkey Shirt

It stands there, a large gray block shaped lifeform or other element, it stands guard it stares me 
down fiercely it says "don't touch me". It is confident and unafraid, it looks me in the eyes and it is 
not afraid of an approaching opponent. 

He leans his head down to the ground in order to show the nape of the neck hairs. This is a fierce 
masculine energy of someone who is confident in his presence and authority. 

6:47 PM Secondary stage

It is a large block and emphasis is on it. It is gray in color and somewhat square or rectangular 
shaped. It shows its teeth by moving the lips back, this is a signal that means something. It senses 
the smell and it can smell pheromones from urine. There are two cauliflower shaped eyes white in 
color. There is a protruding nozzle on it. 

I touch on the front of the gray box and it is drooling down from the corner of its mouth, and here I 
was (logic) thinking of there being music player in the search words. I touch the gray box and a red 
light lights up and then turns off. The box is aggressive and it growls when I try to touch it and it 
backs backward a bit to not be near me. It felt uncomfortable with my presence. 

There is black color across the top of the gray box. There is urine on the floor level and this lifeform 
is smelling it from the air and can detect information pheromones. The red light lights on again 
when I touch it. 

Probe red light: It feels cold here. I hear a sound when I probe on the front, the front has light blue 
color. 

There is a mouth and drool. 

Ok so my report indicates a lifeform, judging from the search words this could be a panther or a 
donkey, I would guess it to be most like the donkey. I don't like this protocol of known search words 
it messes up the RV procedure but it's for research. 



7:02 PM End RV. 

Panther, Track-Suit, Music-Player, Donkey, Shirt

Well it is a lifeform with black (hair) on the top, it does not look to be drooling. If I am allowed to say 
it his expression looks like the attitude I was sensing. It is black colored but not gray colored. It does 
have somewhat of a square shape on the shirt on the chest at least. 

The white cauliflower shaped elements I do not recognize on the image unless something from the 
image on the shirt perhaps was seen that way or if his glasses showed up that way I do not know. 
There is no red light anywhere (from camera that took the photo?). To smell pheromones from 
urine is something humans do not do so that is probably impressions from logic which was either 
imagining the panther or donkey (search words) or that something brought me to either of these 
animals to experience it with RV but from the wrong source. 

I want to give this session an F but it actually deserves a low grade of C because I recognize some of 
the main elements, but it is really a bad grade and a poor performance. It is what it is. 

Image source https://www.boxlunch.com/product/marvel-black-panther-wakanda-crest-t-shirt---
boxlunch-exclusive/11382939.html
Image from https://hottopic.scene7.com/is/image/HotTopic/11382939_hi?$pdp_hero_zoom$

7:11 PM End session. 


